
Dear Local Government Candidates,

I live in the Beeloo Ward area in Wilson. I have worked as a shop assistant at 

Carousel since 1992.

At this election, I will be deciding who I vote for based on whether you support 

free and safe parking for Carousel staff , shop assistants and small business 

owners and managers.

In 2018, I didn’t have to pay to park at work. Now, I have to pay at least $3 per 

day to park at work.

On $21.41 per hour, that’s more than one week of my wages each year.

I have to drive to work because I’m concerned for my safety when I have early 

morning or late night work shifts.

I can’t claim the parking back on my tax return.

Everything just seems to be going up and up, it’s getting tougher and tougher – 

and now I have to pay $3 more per day to get to and from work safely.

I know nothing comes for free but Scentre - the owners of Westfi eld - is making at 

least $750,000 from staff  parking at Carousel alone each year.

Scentre says it is because of a planning requirement – but that requirement does 

not exist anymore.

They’re making it harder and harder to balance our family budget. It just doesn’t 

seem fair.

Carousel staff  shouldn’t have to pay for a bay.

Do you support free and safe parking for Carousel staff , shop assistants and 

small business owners and managers? 

Thank you,

Margaret Taylor
Wilson

My name is Margaret and
I work at Carousel.

I’ve written to the Beeloo 
Ward and Canning Mayoral 
candidates to ask if they 
support free and safe 
parking for Carousel staff.

This local government 
election, I’ll be supporting 
the candidates who support 
people like me. 

Join our campaign 
for free, safe parking 
for Carousel staff.

Park the Fee WA parkthefee.com
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